ASQ Learning Products

ASQ Learning Products is a comprehensive professional-development resource that provides users with the quality concepts, technologies, and tools to improve themselves, their organizations, and their world. ASQ Learning Products houses all of ASQ’s learning offerings in one convenient location and is the seamless integration of ASQ training resources. Encompassing all learning events, the system ensures consistent course delivery and offers several features available to ASQ members and nonmembers. Visit ASQ Learning Products at asq.org/training.

Features of ASQ Learning Products include:

- Provides a clear view of ASQ professional development opportunities over an 18-month period. The calendar allows visitors to view upcoming learning offerings that include courses, seminars, and conferences.
- A list of all available ASQ training, including instructor-led, online, and document-based. Users can browse and locate training quickly, searching by subject areas or date.
- Provides a structured list of knowledge, skills, and abilities that serves as a foundation for users to map the level of competencies needed for various job functions.
- With multiple learning activities available, the career planner helps learners develop a curriculum road map for professional development.
- This personalized plan provides a detailed description of user activities to help learners achieve their education goals and track recertification units.

ASQ Quality Resources

Quality Resources is a one-stop online resource for information related to quality. It includes 70 years’ worth of practical and research-based content, tools, and data about defining, achieving, measuring, controlling, and improving quality, created for all experience levels. Gathered from around the globe, ASQ content is peer-reviewed by subject matter experts and published in a variety of formats, all accessible at asq.org/quality-resources.

Features of ASQ’s Quality Resources include:

- Quality Resources’ Advanced Search—Includes 30,000 journal articles, case studies, books, standards, courses, podcasts, and webcasts. The collection is indexed to be searchable by topic, keyword, industry, date, and more. ASQ members have access to online full-text content. Other visitors will find sample content available.
- Editor’s Picks and Hot Topics—Featured content that changes weekly.
- Standards Central—Content for both users and developers of standards. It houses the latest news in standards development, Standards 101 information, and answers to technical questions from “Ask the Standards Team.”
- Submissions—Contains information for anyone interested in submitting content for ASQ publication. Includes tips for getting published, links to author guidelines, and current calls for content.
- Ask a Librarian—Information services exclusively for ASQ members. Professional research assistance is available to help search ASQ’s collection, as well as quality- and management-related content from other sources.